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Let L be a positive Z-lattice with level N = cd, (c, d) = 1. Then the Fourier 
expansion at cusp lfd of the theta function associated to L is a theta function 
associated to LI , where a lattice L, is de6ned by Z,L, = Z,L for p.I c, Z,L, = 
the dual of Z,L for p [ c. 
Let A be an even integral1 positive definite symmetric matrix of size n, 
level N, and P a spherical function of order v with respect to A. Then we 
consider a theta function, with variable T (Im T > 0), defined by 
O(T, A, P) = C P(m) eniA[+, 
?ltEZn 
where A[m] means tmAm. Then it is well known that @(T, A, P) is a modular 
form [2, 4, 51. 
Our aim is to show that the Fourier expansion at a certain kind of cusp is 
also a theta function. The author expresses his appreciation to Professor 
Tetsuya Asai for his suggestions. 
NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
We denote, as usual, Z, Q, Z, , and Q, the ring of rational integers, the 
rational number field, and their p-adic completions. For a complex number 
7, we put e(T) = eXp(h( - 1)112 T), and defined T1/2 so that - 7r/2 < arg 71j2 < 
~r/2. Further we put T@ = (T’/‘p for every K E Z. For W = (“, i) E SL(2, Z), 
We put w(T) = (017 f P)/(yT f 8) for 7 E c. 
1 A matrix A = (aif) is called even integral if all ai, are integral and all aii are even in- 
tegers. The level of A is the minimal natural number N such that NA-1 is also even integral. 
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THEOREM. Let c be a positive divisor of N such that (c, N/c) = 1, and put 
d = N/c. WC denotes a matrix (z ,@ E SL(2, Z) (x, y, z, w  E Z). Then the 
Fourier expansion of O(T, A, P) at a cusp x/dz, i.e., (dz7 + CW)-~~Q(W~(T), 
A, P), is equal to @(T, A, , PJ (up to a constant multiple), where K = n + 2v. 
A, is dej%ed as follows: Let L be a quadratic lattice corresponding to A, and 
L, a quadratic lattice in QL such that Z,L, = Z,L tfp r c, and Z,L, = the 
dual lattice of Z,L tfp 1 c. Then A, is a matrix associated to L, . 
Proof. With a fixed element h of Z” satisfying Ah = 0 mod N, we consider 
a more generalized theta function defined by 
@(T, h, A, P) = 1 P(m) e(T . A[m]/2N2), 
nzn--hfN) 
where the summation is taken over all m E Z” such that m = h mod NZ”. 
Then @(T, A, P) = N-@(T, 0, A, P) is clear. 
Now the following three elementary transformations are known [5]: 
@(T, h, A, P) = 1 @(CT, g, CA, P) if c E Z, c > 0, 
smod CN 
o=h(N) 
@(T f 1, h, A, P) = e(A[h]/2N2) @(T, h, A, P), 
0(-l/~, h, A, P) = (-i)’ j A l-1/2(-iT)K/2 c e($kAh/N2) @(T, k, A, P). 
kmod N 
Ak-O(N) 
For (“, i) E SL(2, Z), y > 0, we have ~(017 + rs>/(y~ + 6) = a - (YT  + 8)-l. 
Hence we obtain, by applying the above formulas in order, 
@((ET + r@h’T + @,o, A, p> 
= (-i)” 1 yA j-1/2(-i(yT + 6))“j2 1 @(k) @(yT, k, ‘YA, P), 
kmod YN 
Akc-O(N) 
where 
@(k) = c e((Mgl + 2 QAg + SA[kl)/2yN2). 
omod YN 
g”O(N) 
@p(k) depends only on k mod N, since 
@(k) = e(-/36A[k]/2N2) c e(olA[g]/2yN2). 
“, z%% 
Hence we have 
@((aT + p))/(‘/T + A), 0, A, p> 
= (-i)’ ] YA 1-1/2(-i(y7 + S)Y/2 kmTd N @(k) @(T, k, A, P). 
Ak-O(N) 
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We>assume w  < 0; then we have, 6 3 = (I& &), 
where 
@((-YT + XM- CWT + dz), 0, A, I’) 
= K~(-i(-CWT + dz))“12 c c(k) @(T, k, A, P), (0 
*mod N 
Ak=O(N) 
5(k) = C e((-yA[gl + 2 $kAg + dzA[k])/-2cwN2), 
g mod CON 
B-o(N) 
and K1 is a constant dependent only of A, x, y, z, w, c, and d. Hereafter 
K2 , K~ ,..., alSO denote such constants. 
First we show the following two properties of t(k): 
c(k) = e(aA[k]/2c3 dw) c e(-dy2 z2 tkAg/c2w + yA[g]/2cw), 
g mod cw 
where 01 = d3y324 - cxzw, (ar, c) = 1, and 
5(k) = 5(k2) if Ak, = Ak, = O(N) and k, Sk, mod c. 
By definition, for an integral vector k satisfying Ak E O(N), 
c(k) = C e((-yA[g - dz k] + 2 tkA(g - dz k) + dz A[k])/-2cwN2) 
gmod cwN 
g=drk(N) 
= e(-dx zA[k]/2N2) 1 e( yA[g]/2cwN2). (*I 
smod OWN 
s=drk(N) 
Putting g = -d2yz2k + Ng, (-dyz = 1 mod c), we have the first equality. 
Suppose that integral vectors k, , k, satisfy Ak, = Ak, = 0 mod N and 
kl - k, = ck (k E Z”). Then dzk, = dzk, mod N, and 
dxzA[kJ = dxzA[k,] + NcxzA[k] mod 2N2. 
We have only to prove A[k] = 0 mod 2d, by using the expression of t(k) in (*). 
Since Aki z 0 mod N, we can put Ak = dk,(k, E Zn). Then A[k] = 
d2N-l(NA-l)[k,] = c-ld(NA-l)[k,] = 0 mod d, If d is odd, then A[k] = 
0 mod 2 implies A[k] = 0 mod 2d. If d is even, then c is odd and so A[k] = 
0 mod 2d follows from NA-l[k,] = 0 mod 2. 
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Replacing T by - I/T in (l), we get 
Ak-O(N) 
= K2(-i(CW/T + d..))“l”(-iT)“l” ,,;, N L(k) 
Ak=O(N) 
x nmTd N OAklN2) @CT, h, A, PI. 
. Ah=O(N) 
Using a property of c(k), we have 
(dZ 7 + CW)+12 @(WC(T), 0, A, P) 
= Q kmsd N 5(k) hmgd N eWWN2) @CT, h, 4 P> 
Ak=O(N) Ah=O(N) 
= Kg kzd c 5(k) hm;d N k zd N eWWN2) @CT, k 4 p>. 
Ak-O(N) Ah-O(N) k,:kmod e 
Ak,-O(N) 
Putting k, = k + ck, , we have 
k 2, N e(thAk,/N2) = e(thAk/N2) c e(thAk2/cd2). 
k,Lkmod c 
k,mod d 
Akz-O(d) 
Akl-O(N) 
Hence if h does not satisfy the condition 
(*) thAk2 E 0 mod cd2 if Ak, = 0 mod d (k, E Z”), 
then the above sum vanishes. Therefore we have 
(dz 7 + cw)+12 @(WC(T), 0, A, P) 
= ~~ hmFd N kzd c SW eWfWN2) @CT, h, 4 PI. 
&=0(N) Ak-O(N) 
(‘) 
Now we show that 
AkfO(N) 
is independent of h. Suppose that h E Z” satisfies Ah 3 0 mod N and the 
condition (*). 
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Then we have 
= ,zd o e(aA P1/2c3 W 
Ak‘-=O(N) 
x ,mz cm e(-dy 2 z2 tkAg/c2w + yA [ g]/2cw) e(%Ak/N2) . 
x ,mz cw e(-dy 2 z2 tkAg/c2w + yA[ g]/2cw) e(%4k/N2), 
where 
K& = #(k, mod N 1 Ak, = 0 mod N), 
= Kg -’ kzd o 4~4Wc3 dw) k zd N eb tk&/c24 
‘4k=O(N) &=0(N) 
x ,mL pu e(-dy 
2 z2 $kAg/c2w + yA[ g]/Zcw) e(%Ak/N2) 
(A[k,] = N-‘(NA-l)[Ak,] = 0 mod 2N). 
Suppose that 01 tkAko E 0 mod c2d if Ak, = 0 mod N; then for k, = 
NA-lk,(k, E Z*), we have LYN tkkl z 0 mod c2d and so tkkl = 0 mod c for 
every k, E Z” since (01, c) = 1. This implies k = 0 mod c and 
kmTd c 5(k) e@Ak/N3 = B mz cuI 4 yA M/24. 
Ak=o(N) 
Hence we have 
(dz T + cw)+f2 @(Wo(7), 0, A, P) = K6 c @CT, h, A, P) 
hmod N 
M=O(N) 
(9 
= K,, C P(m) e(rA[m]/2N2). 
Am=O(N) 
(9 
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Put L = Zn, L, = {m E L 1 Am z 0 mod N, m satisfies the condition (*)I 
and L1 = N-lL,, . Now we must prove 
Z,L, = Z,L if p f c, 
Z,L, = (Z,L)” if P I c, 
where (Z&)# = (m’ E QpL 1 tm’Am = 0 mod Z, for every m E Z,L}. If 
p-f N, then Z,L1 = Z,L is obvious. Suppose p I d; then m E ZJl means 
Nm E Z,L, . Since k = NA-lk, (k, E Z,“) satisfies Ak = 0 mod d, we get 
t(Nm) Ak 3 0 mod cd2Z, and so tmk, = 0 mod Z, . Hence m is in Z,” = Z,L 
and Z,L, C Z,L. Z,L, 3 Z,L is clear. Thus Z,L, = Z,L if p 1 d. Suppose 
p j c. Take any element m E Z,L1 ; then Nm E Z,L, . For every m’ E Z,L, 
tmAm’ = iV-lt(Nm) Am’ = 0 mod Z, is obvious. Hence we get Z,L1 C 
(ZJ)#. Take an element m E (Z,L)#; then tmAm’ s 0 mod Z, for every 
m’ E Z,“. It implies A(Nm) = 0 mod NZ,L. For every element k2 E Z,L, 
we have *(Nm) Ak, = c. Hence Nm E Z,L, , and we get (Z,L)# C Z,L1 . 
Thus we have proved our theorem when w  < 0. If w  > 0, then (- WC)(~) = 
WC(~) and the theorem is also true. Suppose w  = 0; then dz = f 1. Take 
an integer a such that adz < 0. For (zdz ,“)(i y”) = (z, ~~~~“), we have 
(dz7 + cadz)+ @(XT + acx + y)/(dzT + acdz), A, P) = K&T, A,, PI). 
Replacing 7 by 7 - UC, we get (dz+-K/2 @((XT + y)/(dzT), A, P) = 
‘Q&T, A, 3 PI). 
Thus we have completed the proof. 
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